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Mark Sheinkman's work can be called

phologr;l.phic paintings or painterly pho
tographs. His canvases are coated with a

light-sensitive emulsion and then exposed

to a moving light source. The developed

surface traces the light's movement in the

form of lines and scrawls.

Given me hazy abstract configurations

on Sheinkman's canvases, we are tempted
to see !.his 1994 drawing, with its blurred

gray·and-white grid, as morphologically re

lated to those works. However. we can find

a more fundamental affinity, less apparent

but more complex and interesting, with reo

spect to their structural lOgic. Both the

drawing and the canvases question and pos

sibly cancel the distinction between line

and ground. The light areas on the canvases

set up pockets ofshallow space that invite

our eyes in to wander around. Those lines.

however, are chemically embedded in the

canvas surface; as the deepest layer of the

work, they are identical with the ground.

This paradox. in which spatial illusion co·

exists with the collapse ofline and ground.

is central to the drawing as well.

The vertical. regular graphite lines

open up an illusionistic space in IwO wap.

Many orthem arc modeled through the

gradation of light and dark. which turns

them into round columns. Furthermore.

since the gray lines clearly sit on top oflhe

paper ground. a white space opens up be·

hind them. This relationship belween line

and ground - Walter Benjamin's observa·

tion that line determines Ihe surface (see

cat. no. 5!)) - is what we have come to ex·

pect in a draWing.

But Sheinkman defies our expectations.

His horizontal lines trace the movement of

an eTilser across and through the graphile

columns. The horizontals vary in width 

some as fine as pencil lines. others cambin

ing to (ann larger light areas. These are no

gr:l.phic lines of the common sort, which si

on the e'Tound. Rather. like the lines em·

bedded in lhe photob'Taphic surfaces. they

are Ihe ground. [n this they resemble the

while nel,rauve lines in Frank Stella's Slud]
lor VI1l/~ ar los CairJos (see cal. no. 95).

What intrigues us in this drawing is its

unresolvable pictorial struggle: the line tIu
is the ground (horizontnl erasur~) is super

imposed on the line that rises abov~ the

ground (venical gro.ys). The horizontals

seem to press the verticals down, the verti

cals to push the horizontals up. Which

means the ground is pressing the lines

down. the lines pushing the ground up.

Christine Mehring
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